
Comfort on your side!
Dometic Silencio miniCool collection

Please contact:

Dometic Group. Corporate Statement.

Dometic is a customer driven, world-leading provider of innovative leisure products for the caravan, motorhome and
marine markets. Dometic offers a complete range of air conditioners, refrigerators, awnings, cookers, sanitation systems,
lighting, windows, doors and other equipment that makes leisure life more comfortable away from home. 

Dometic also provides refrigerators for specific use in hotel rooms, offices and for storage of medical products and wine.
Dometic’s products are sold in almost 100 countries and are produced mainly in Dometic’s own production facilities
around the world. Annual sales amount to approximately 750 MEUR. Dometic has more than 4.400 employees.



Dometic
The sign of comfort

Welcome to the world of comfort, the world
of Dometic. If you want to enjoy the highest
level of comfort and quality wherever you are,
Dometic is your reliable partner with more
than 80 years of expertise in silent cooling.
Most caravans and motorhomes, as well as
hotel rooms, boats, and commercial vehicles
worldwide, are equipped with our products
for your satisfaction.

Dometic
Designed for you

All comfortable places have one thing in common: their elements are connected to each other, 
are organized for a single aim - to serve you. 
You will enjoy perfect comfort when these elements connect to you as well!

Leonardo da Vinci was the first to have recognized the importance of the proportion of the human
body in architecture and art. His Vitruvian Man was the first sign of this trend - and it is also the basis
for Dometic's design philosophy. Dometic refrigerators are designed in consideration of a single aim: 
to ensure the comfort of people. 
The main idea behind creating Silencio miniCool was to fit people like a glove.

Dometic personal refrigerators are designed for you: for your personal convenience, wherever you are.

Dometic Silencio miniCool is your silent partner
We have combined the convenience of a personal refrigerator with 
the comfort of silent operation.

Complete range of products
Dometic Silencio refrigerators come in an attractive variety of styles 
to suit your lifestyle and environment. We offer all four sizes of the
miniCool family in two versions: freestanding and built-in.

Attractive design
The Silencio range offers you a superior innovative design. Three
appealing colours are available: office anthracite, tangerine orange, 
and hospital white.

Grandiose technical achievements
We guarantee the lowest energy consumption for absorption 
refrigerators with the best cooling performance: 5 °C even at an 
external temperature of 32 °C. 
All units are produced without CFCs or HCFCs and equipped with a
built-in safety device which controls the operation of the cooling unit.

Best on the market
80 years of experience behind each Dometic refrigerator and our 
service network guarantees your satisfaction.

Compact refrigeration from Dometic

MiniCools from a part of Dometic's Special Refrigeration Systems. Silencio miniCool refrigerators 
combine elegant design with innovative engineering. Dometic miniCool is the golden standard 
of silent compact refrigeration. 

The range of these high quality refrigerators is developed to provide convenient cooling anywhere.
This is the ideal compact refrigerator designed for universal application in places where silent cooling
and maintenance free operation is No.1 priority, such as offices or conference rooms, hospitals, 
student accommodations, living rooms or bedrooms in a private home.



DS 600
Spacious inside

The largest member of the Dometic Silencio miniCool range.
It has the biggest interior volume in the entire Silencio 
product range.  

DS 400
The worldwide best selling model

Your partner in serving cool drinks and foods. It is up to
you whether you build it into your furniture - or have it
simply freestanding.

* Electronic temperature control (Fuzzy Logic) with automatic defrost 
* Everlasting lighting with Infra Red door sensor
* Variable door racks 
* Adjustable inner shelves 
* Changeable outer door panel 
* Reversible door opening (left- and right-hinged) 
* Available in 3 colours (orange, white, anthracite) 
* Freestanding and built-in versions

* Electronic temperature control (Fuzzy Logic) with automatic defrost 
* Everlasting lighting with Infra Red door sensor
* Variable door racks 
* Adjustable inner shelves 
* Changeable outer door panel 
* Reversible door opening (left- and right-hinged) 
* Available in 3 colours (orange, white, anthracite) 
* Freestanding and built-in versions 

DS 300
Attractive design and practical size

The design of the shelf ensures for a 1.5 liter bottle to fit 
into the fridge whilst keeping perfect inside utilization 
at the same time. 

DS 200
Easy to install and useful volume  

Small enough to fit in almost anywhere, but big enough for a wide 
selection of drinks and snacks.  

* Electronic temperature control (Fuzzy Logic) with automatic defrost 
* Everlasting lighting with Infra Red door sensor 
* Self-cut of the shelf in order to have space for huge bottles (1.5 l) 
* Changeable outer door panel 
* Reversible door opening (left- and right-hinged) 
* Available in 3 colours (orange, white, anthracite) 
* Freestanding and built-in versions

* Electronic temperature control (Fuzzy Logic) with automatic defrost 
* Everlasting lighting with Infra Red door sensor
* Self-cut of the shelf in order to have space for huge bottles (1.5 l) 
* Changeable outer door panel 
* Reversible door opening (left- and right-hinged) 
* Available in 3 colours (orange, white, anthracite) 
* Free-standing and built-in version  

Characteristics Freestanding Built-in
Refrigerator volume (l) 53 53
Height (mm) 592 552
Width (mm) 486 486
Depth (mm) 494 484
Weight (kg) 20 17
Energy consumption* (kWh/24h) 0.88 0.88
Max input (W) 85 85
* according to EN ISO 7371

Characteristics Freestanding Built-in
Refrigerator volume (l) 37 37
Height (mm) 580 540
Width (mm) 422 422
Depth (mm) 450 440
Weight (kg) 17 15
Energy consumption*  (kWh/24h) 0.80 0.80
Max input (W) 65 65
* according to EN ISO 7371

Characteristics Freestanding Built-in
Refrigerator volume (l) 28 28
Height (mm) 580 540
Width (mm) 422 422
Depth (mm) 393 383
Weight (kg) 15 14
Energy consumption* (kWh/24h) 0.76 0.76
Max input (W) 65 65
* according to EN ISO 7371

Characteristics Freestanding Built-in
Refrigerator volume (l) 23 23
Height (mm) 495 455
Width (mm) 422 422
Depth (mm) 393 383
Weight (kg) 15 14
Energy consumption* (kWh/24h) 0.74 0.74
Max input (W) 65 65
* according to EN ISO 7371
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Silencio Exclusive
Exclusive model for an exquisite 
person or an extraordinary utilization.
Elegant Dometic badge, ice blue 
transparent shelves and castors make
this 40 liter refrigerator the ideal 
furniture in your luxury environment.
Available colour: anthracite.

Silencio Legend
This retro version reminds us of the
first generation of our absorption
refrigerators in the early 1920s.
Dometic renewed the cabinet's
design and equipped it with the latest
generation Silencio fridge (DS600)
providing the most up-to-date 
technology for your personal comfort. 
Available colours: pastel turquoise 
and pearl beige.

Dometic Silencio 
Options

The Silencio miniCool series offers a variety of options to choose
from - this way the small refrigerator can be personalized to the
maximum.

Wall Bracket
Your hanging partner
When floor space is limited, 
our wall brackets are the perfect 
solution to fasten the 
Silencio to the wall.

Lock
Your security partner
Whatever is inside Silencio
miniCool is in a safe place: 
all freestanding models 
can be fitted with a lock.

Ergonomic handle
Facilitated opening
To personalize opening and closing.
Ideal for people with restricted
movements or the elderly, these
attachable handles ease the job 
of opening the door. 

Built-in kit
Easy to install
For optimum performance 
adequate ventilation is required. 
The ventilation grilles ensure 
maximum air flow. 
Available in white colour 
only for DS600.

Tray
Your partner in grouping
Tray with dividers can help you
organize and track the contents of
your miniCool in the easiest way.
Also useful if you share the space
within the fridge.

Spiral cable
Your flexible partner
Flexible utilization is possible 
wherever and whenever you like. 
Due to its flexibility this 3.6 m long
cable bridges short and long 
distances alike in an aesthetic way. 

Colours 
All Silencio miniCool models are available in three colours:
the fresh, trendy, and jolly tangerine orange, the serious office
anthracite, and the classic hospital white.

Top of the range models

Let yourself be amazed by the special Silencio models and choose the one that best fits your style and expectations. 
Their designs make them highly unique and appropriate for your use.

Castors
Your rolling partner
Easy-to-move and makes cleaning the
floor underneath facile. The castors make
the small refrigerator agile: thanks to these
fittings, you may effortlessly move your
Silencio refrigerator from room to room.



Taking care
A stay in a hospital no longer needs to be the uncomfortable 
experience most people assume it should be. 

From hospitals to retirement homes, Silencio miniCool improves 
the healthcare environment offering maximum comfort at hand.
Patients become less dependent on the nursing staff for drinks and
snacks, saving care facilities the time and money such tasks require. 

Life with Silencio miniCool

Increase student's comfort
Silencio miniCool contributes to create a personal space for students, even when sharing the room with
other people. With this smart and compact refrigerator cold drinks and snacks will always be at hand.
Thanks to the lock - as an available option - everyone can have his or her own things in their student
rooms. No more disappointments due to missing drinks and snacks.

The ideal office refrigerator
With a Silencio miniCool in the office or in the meeting room your clients will appreciate your refine-
ment and taste. Remember, presenting the right image enables you to gain more business opportunities!
No need to interrupt your concentration or your meeting when you have a Silencio miniCool at hand.

The ideal second fridge
Cold drinks and fresh snacks at hand - these you may need in any room of your apartment.
Architects, designers and homeowners agree: Silencio miniCool offers a unique way to add a touch 
of comfort and convenience to your home. It can be installed as a freestanding version like a piece of 
furniture or hidden from the eye by building it into the furniture.

Just what the doctor needs!
Silencio DS600H and DS300H - the perfect solution for hospitals
and health care centers to keep temperature sensitive medicines
between 2-8°C. With the help of tray dividers medicines can be
excellently organized. 

On the top of the miniCool, a digital thermometer helps to
check the interior temperature and shows the maximum and
minimum temperatures until reset.

Tray and Tray Divider

DS 600 H

Characteristics
Gross volume: 53 l or 28 l

� Manual defrost
� Standard accessories: Trays with dividers, 

lock, digital thermometer 
� Changeable outer door panel
� Available in white

DS 300 H

Thermometer

Lock



Freestanding versus built-in versions
Silencio miniCool is a masterpiece of adaptation

With a brand-new design, the refrigerator makes a nice piece of 
furniture in the living or working area. 
As an alternative, you can also build it into your furniture. 
Please, make sure you follow our building-in instructions 
to ensure the proper ventilation for your refrigerator.

Built-in models are produced:
� without foot frame (1)
� without cooling unit room cover (2)
� without door panel (3)
� different outside material (only white) (4)
� Sliding hinge is standard for built-in version (5)

Fixing the Silencio to the furniture
With the help of the sliding hinge the balance between different pivot points 
of the furniture's and the fridge's door is maintained. 
All built-in models are delivered with sliding hinges. 
The bottom part of built-in models can easily be fitted to the furniture with screws. 

Ventilation
Silencio miniCool needs sufficient air circulation for proper functioning..

During the cooling process heat will be generated at the condenser fins on the backside
of the refrigerator, which must be transferred with sufficient airflow to the ambience. 
To get the best performance, the refrigerator needs at least 200 cm2 of free air inlet
and the same amount of space should be reserved for air outlet. Behind the rear border
parts, please make sure to leave a minimum 20 mm distance from the furniture wall.

Absorption
Only the absorption cooling technology can guarantee a noise-free and relaxing night for you. 
No disturbing noises coming from a compressor or a fan. 
The absorption cooling technology is especially designed to be used in rooms where people live, work, and sleep. 

The technology itself is based on the circulation and energetic processes of hydrogen and ammonia gases. 
During the process the ammonia gas extracts heat from the interior of the fridge and goes around and around. 

Based on the absorption technology, working without any moving parts, Dometic miniCools do not require 
any specific maintenance.

DS200 23 15 495 x 422 x 393 310 x 383 x 2 65 0.74 SN automatic white, orange, anthracite optional

DS300 28 15 580 x 422 x 393 395 x 383 x 2 65 0.76 SN automatic white, orange, anthracite optional

DS400 37 17 580 x 422 x 450 395 x 383 x 2 65 0.80 SN automatic white, orange, anthracite optional

DS600 53 20 592 x 486 x 494 407 x 447 x 2 85 0.88 SN automatic white, orange, anthracite optional

DS200BI 23 14 455 x 422 x 383 - 65 0.74 SN automatic white (cartonplast) standard

DS300BI 28 14 540 x 422 x 383 - 65 0.76 SN automatic white (cartonplast) standard

DS400BI 37 15 540 x 422 x 440 - 65 0.80 SN automatic white (cartonplast) standard

DS600BI 53 17 552 x 486 x 484 - 85 0.88 SN automatic white (cartonplast) standard

DS300H 28 15 580 x 422 x 393 395 x 383 x 2 65 0.76 SN manual white no

DS600H 53 20 592 x 486 x 494 407 x 447 x 2 85 0.88 SN manual white no

Legend 53 34 680 x 600 x 500 - 85 0.88 SN automatic turquoise green no

Legend 53 34 700 x 600 x 500 - 85 0.88 SN automatic pearl beige no

Exclusive 37 17 580 x 422 x 472 395 x 383 x 2 65 0.80 SN automatic anthracite no

* According to EN ISO 7371

Freestanding Built-in Freestanding
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Sliding hinge Fixing to furnitureSliding hinge
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DS200 DS300 DS400 DS600

Silencio Legend Silencio LegendSilencio Exclusive


